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The calibration and resolution of confidence
in perceptual judgments
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Confidence rating based calibration and resolution indices were obtained in two experiments
requiring perceptual comparisons and in a third with visual gap detection. Four important re
sults were obtained. First, as in the general knowledge domain, subjects were underconfident
when judgments were easy and overconfident when they were difficult. Second, paralleling the
clear dependence of calibration on decisional difficulty, resolution decreased with increases in
decision difficulty arising either from decreases in discriminability or from increasing demands
for speed at the expense of accuracy. Third, providing trial-by-trial response feedback on difficult
tasks improved resolution but had no effect on calibration. Fourth, subjects can accurately re
port subjective errors (i.e., trials in which they have indicated that they made an error) with their
confidence ratings. It is also shown that the properties of decision time, conditionalized on confi
dence category, impose a rigorous set of constraints on theories of confidence calibration.

People are often faced with the task of choosing between
two alternatives. Sometimes, the correct choice is clear
and can be made with a high degree of confidence. How
ever, even when the correct choice is not immediately evi
dent, we very often rely on our confidence to estimate
the accuracy of our decisions. Indeed, because confidence
judgments are so pervasive in everyday life and often play
an important role in the decision-making process (see
Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982; Vickers, 1979),
it is important to understand the extent to which these
"metacognitive" confidence judgments reliably predict
decision accuracy. The formalization of this problem is
called calibration.

Calibration refers to the correspondence between a
probability assessment, expressed as the subjective prob
ability, of the occurrence of a particular event (e.g., rain
tomorrow) (see, e.g., de Finetti, 1937, Phillips, 1973,
and Savage, 1954, for the formal foundations ofthe sub
jectivist point of view regarding probability) and the em
pirical probability of the occurrence of that event. In the
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present context of comparative judgments with perceptual
stimuli, on each trial following a response, subjects pro
vide a subjective probability of the correctness of the re
sponse, as a confidence judgment (with .5 denoting a guess
and 1.0 certainty), and over trials the (conditional) prob
ability ofa correct response is determined for each of var
ious levels on the subjective probability scale. Usually,
the various levels on the subjective probability-confidence
scale involve forming class intervals corresponding to de
cades, with certainty as a special class (i.e., 0.50-0.59,
0.60-0.69, ... , 0.90-0.99, 1.00). Ideal calibration is
obtained when, over the course of many trials, a person
or group is, for example, .5 correct on judgments given
a .5 subjective probability of being correct, .7 correct on
judgments given a .7 subjective probability of being cor
rect, and so on.

Another important aspect of the confidence/accuracy
relationship is resolution (Murphy, 1973), which is the
extent to which a person or group can distinguish an
event's occurrence or nonoccurrence. Finally, a third per
formance measure of considerable interest is over/under
confidence (Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977). In line with
intuition, a person or group is considered overconfident
if the subjective probability (e.g., average confidence) ex
ceeds the objective proportion correct on a given task,
and underconfident if the reverse is true. These ideas will
be expressed more precisely in the next section.

Following Brier (1950), the mean probability score (see
also Yates, 1982, 1990), or Brier score, is used to index
the accuracy of a person's assessment of probabilities. Let
1/;; denote a person's ith assessment of the probability of
the occurrence of the event, E (in the present context of
binary comparisons with perceptual magnitudes, as indi-
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and, as is evident from Equation 3, this second term is
the within-category component. If we rewrite Equation 3
and substitute into Equation 2, we will obtain the well
known Murphy (1973) partition of the mean probability
score, given in Equation 4,

ever, calibration scores above 0.10 are rarely encountered.
The preceding calibration index should be distinguished
from the global calibration-in-the-large index (Yates,
1990), which is also, more typically, referred to as over/
underconfidence (O/U). As mentioned earlier, over/un
derconfidence is defined by the signed difference between
the average, overall, confidence rating, ~. = conf, and
the average, overall, proportion correct, e.. = p(correct);
that is, O/U = ~. -e.. = conf-p(correct).

The second term in Equation 2 arises upon partition
ing of the overall variance of the indicator random vari
able into between- and within-category components, as
in the conventional analysis of variance:

(3)
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An attractive feature of the mean Brier score is that it
can be partitioned into meaningful components. As indi
cated above, typically, the probability assessments, 1/;i,
are partitioned into J categories with nj occurrences in
category j and n = E/=I nj. Letting eij denote the occur
rence indicator random variable for the j th category, and
noting that 1/;ij = 1/;j for all i in category j, the partition
(see Murphy, 1972, 1973, and, more recently, Liberman
& Tversky, 1993, for treatments of the partition) proceeds
by first noting that the mean probability score,

cated above, the probability assessments arise in the form
of postdecisional judgments of confidence), and let ei be
an indicator (Bernoulli) random variable. When the event
E occurs, ei = 1 (e.g., a correct response), and when it
does not, ei = 0 (an error). Consider n independent (Ber
noulli) trials. The base rate occurrence of the event E is
given by the mean, e, or proportion of trials on which
the event occurs, which in the present context is the pro
portion of correct responses, denoted e = p(correct).
Similarly, the variance of the random variable, ei, is
e(I-e). The mean Brier score over n trials, a squared
loss function, is given by

can be rewritten as

IE) - - 2-- n'(e '-e )J .J ..
n j=l

with e.j = Pj (correct), the mean probability ofthe event
occurring (i.e., the probability of a correct response) con
ditionally on a probability assessment that falls into the
jth category. Upon expanding the square and distribut
ing the summation operators, this expression, algebrai
cally equivalent to the Sanders (1963) decomposition! (see
also Yates, 1982), is given by

(2)

The first term in Equation 2 is typically referred to as
calibration (Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977), but it is also
known as reliability (Murphy, 1973) and reliability-in
the-small (Yates, 1982). The calibration score provides
a weighted index of how closely the mean probability as
sessment in category j matches the obtained empirical
probability of the occurrence of event E and varies be
tween an optimal value of 0 (i.e., perfect calibration) and
1 (the worst possible calibration). As an example of the
latter case, the judge would have to report absolute cer
tainty on each trial and always be wrong. In practice, how-
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Calibration, the typically reported index of the proba
bility assessment skill of a judge, should be carefully dis
tinguished from the second term in Equation 4, which de
fines resolution (Murphy, 1973, Yaniv, Yates, & Smith,
1991, and Yates, 1982 refer to this index as discrimina
tion). The resolution index, based on the variability of
conditional probabilities of event occurrence, provides a
quantitative index of the ability of the judge to use the
J confidence categories to effectively distinguish when the
event E occurs and when it does not. As is evident from
Equation 3, the resolution index is bounded above by the
overall variability of the indicator variable-that is, by

1 } nj

Var(e ..) = e (I-e) = - ~ ~(e"-e )2u .. .. ~ ~ u ..,
n j=l i=l

which is also the final term in Equation 4. This index is
also referred to as knowledge (Lichtenstein & Fischhoff,
1977). In the two-alternative, forced choice case, resolu-
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tion assumes a maximal value of 0.25 when e.. = p(cor
rect) = 0.5 and the judge correctly assesses occurrence
and nonoccurrence of the event E. On the other hand, the
lower bound on the resolution score is 0, which denotes
a complete inability to use the J assessment (i.e., confi
dence) categories to differentiate event occurrence and
nonoccurrence (i.e., correct from incorrect responses in
the binary choice context). As with the calibration index,
resolution scores above 0.10 are rarely observed.

As noted above, the final term in Equation 4 defines
the upper limit of the resolution index. Consequently,
Yaniv et al., 1991 (see also Sharp, Cutler, & Penrod,
1988) have recommended that the raw resolution score
be normalized by using this term-that is, Var(e;). This
normalized resolution index is thus given by

NRI = [~j~nj(e.j-e.y] I e.. (1-e.J

= ResolutionlVar(e;) = 7/2,

and it is interpretable as the between-category portion of
the overall variance; it is directly comparable to the 7/2
measure typically encountered in analyses of variance.

To date, a major focus of calibration research has been
subjective probability assessment on questions of intellec
tual knowledge. In this domain, confidence and accuracy
are almost always positively correlated and a robust find
ing is that people are often overconfident about how much
they know (for reviews, see Baron, 1988; Keren, 1991;
Lichtenstein et al., 1982; Yates, 1990), especially when
judgments are difficult and, consequently, the probabil
ity of correct responses is low (e.g., AIlwood & Mont
gomery, 1987; Arkes, Christensen, Lai, & Blumer, 1987;
Fischhoff, Slovic, & Lichtenstein, 1977; Koriat, Lichten
stein, & Fischhoff, 1980; Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977,
1980; Wright & Phillips, 1980). On the other hand, when
accuracy is relatively high (i.e., > 80% correct), un
derconfidence is observed (e.g., Lichtenstein & Fischhoff,
1977). This interaction between jUdgment difficulty and
over/underconfidence is quite robust and is referred to
as the calibration difficulty effect (Griffin & Tversky,
1992) or hard-easy effect (Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Klein
bolting, 1991).

In addition to the ability to self-evaluate intellectual
knowledge, calibration research has been concerned with
issues such as the ability to forecast future events (e.g.,
Carlson, 1993; Fischhoff & Macgregor, 1982; Keren &
Wagenaar, 1987; O'Connor & Lawrence, 1989; Vreug
denhil & Koele, 1988; Wright, 1982; Wright & Ayton,
1986; Wright & Wisudha, 1982; Yates, 1982), the abil
ity of experts to assign appropriate subjective probabili
ties in their areas of expertise (e.g., Christensen-Szalanski
& Bushyhead, 1981; Keren, 1987; Murphy & Winkler,
1977; Oscamp, 1965; Solomon, Ariyo, & Tomassini,
1985; Tomassini, Solomon, Romney, & Krogstad, 1982;
Wagenaar & Keren, 1985), and various methods of im
proving poor calibration (e.g., J. K. Adams & P. A.

Adams, 1961; P. A. Adams & J. K. Adams, 1958; Arkes
et aI., 1987; Koriat et al., 1980; Lichtenstein & Fisch
hoff, 1977, 1980; Sharp et al., 1988).2

Although there are some inconsistencies in these fields
of study, the consensus of this research is that people are
less likely to be overconfident in predicting future events
(predictions) than in predicting past events or performance
(postdictions), that experts are sometimes better calibrated
than lay people, and that attempts to improve performance
with feedback or some induced change in decisional
strategy can be successful.

The wealth of calibration research on intellectual knowl
edge or personal-ability-based tasks contrasts sharply with
an almost nonexistent literature on the calibration of con
fidence in perceptual judgments. This fact is surprising
given that confidence based on perceptual information
often provides us with a basis for very important deci
sions (e.g., whether or not to pass with oncoming traffic).
The lack of calibration research on perceptual judgments
is also surprising given that the pioneering studies on the
confidence/accuracy relationship actually date back to
some of the earliest psychophysical research (e.g., Fes
tinger, 1943; Fullerton & Cattell, 1892; Garrett, 1922;
Henmon, 1911; Johnson, 1939; Lund, 1926; Peirce &
Jastrow, 1884; Seward, 1928; Trow, 1923) and that such
research continues today in the context of developing and
evaluating broader theories of psychophysical discrimi
nation (e.g., Heath, 1984; Link, 1992; Petrusic, 1992;
Petrusic & Baranski, 1989a, 1989b; Smith & Vickers,
1988; Vickers, 1979; Vickers & Packer, 1982; Vickers,
Smith, Burt, & Brown, 1985).

In contrast to contemporary calibration research, which,
as mentioned, requires confidence ratings expressed in
terms of (subjective) probabilities, many of the classic
psychophysical comparison studies employed alpha
numeric-based confidence scales (e.g., a, b, c, d; where
a = certain, b = moderate certainty, c = little certainty,
and d = guess). Consequently, they permit only a lim
ited analysis of the exact correspondence between confi
dence and accuracy-that is, at guess (confidence = 50%)
and at certain (confidence = 100%). Interestingly, a
review of the data reported in many of these studies (e.g. ,
Fullerton & Cattell, 1892; Garrett, 1922; Henmon, 1911;
Peirce & Jastrow, 1884; Trow, 1923) will show accuracy
to have been very much above chance when guessing was
reported, to have increased monotonically through the in
termediate range of confidence levels, and to have been
very near 100% correct when certainty was indicated.
Hence, a "calibration-type" analysis of these data sug
gests that people are actually underconfident about per
ceptual judgments.

J. K. Adams (1957), in a study on perceptual word rec
ognition, noted the limited analyses permitted by the con
fidence scales employed in the classic psychophysical
research and thus sought to obtain a more detailed ex
amination of the confidence/accuracy relationship by re
quiring his subjects to express confidence in terms of a
percentage. The task involved having subjects view brief



exposures of 40 different words under varying levels of
illumination. After each trial, the subjects wrote down the
word they thought they saw and provided a confidence
rating in deciles. The results of this landmark "calibra
tion" experiment (Adams referred to it as the "realism
of confidence judgments") showed clear underconfidence.

The first direct comparison between calibration in per
ceptual and in intellectual knowledge tasks was provided
by Dawes (1980; cf. Trow, 1923). He hypothesized that
while people may tend to overestimate the power of their
intellects, they may not be aware of their remarkably ac
curate perceptual systems and thus show underconfidence
for perceptual judgments. Dawes replicated the finding
of overconfidence on an intellectual knowledge task (Ex
periment 2), and, of the four experiments that he per
formed with perceptual tasks, only one revealed overcon
fidence (Experiment 5).

More recently, Keren (1988) readdressed the issue and
found overconfidence on an intellectual knowledge task
but not on a Landolt-C visual acuity task or in two other
experiments involving perceptual letter identification. 3 On
the basis of these findings, Keren concluded that "the as
sertion that overconfidence may not be present in percep
tual tasks, originally proposed by Dawes (1980), is strongly
supported by the present studies (p. 117)" (see Bjorkman,
Juslin, & Winman, 1993, and Winman & Juslin, 1993,
for more recent evidence of global underconfidence with
perceptual comparisons). However, Keren did find less
underconfidence when subjects judged the more difficult
of two acuity levels in the Landolt-C task. This result is
important, because it suggests a possible parallel to the
previously mentioned relationship between judgment dif
ficulty and over/underconfidence in the calibration of in
tellectual knowledge questions.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment I was conducted with several purposes in
mind. The first was to examine in more detail the effect
of perceptual judgment difficulty on the calibration of con
fidence ratings that follow perceptual judgments (i.e.,
postdictions). Because the effect of judgment difficulty
on calibration in nonperceptual tasks is easily the single
most robust property in the area, we reasoned that if clear
over- and underconfidence could be demonstrated in the
same perceptual task, mediated by only a priori perceptual
judgment difficulty manipulations, then a major basis for
distinguishing calibration in perceptual and nonpercep
tual tasks would be removed. At the least, performance
in each domain could be studied in the context of a uni
fied theory (see, e.g., Ferrell & McGoey, 1980; Gigeren
zer et al., 1991).

In keeping with traditional psychophysical investigation,
we studied the effects of perceptual judgment difficulty
directly, through direct manipulation of the stimulus re
lations, as well as indirectly, by comparing calibration
under conditions emphasizing either accurate or speeded
responding. Consequently, relative to the accuracy con-
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dition, speeding responses would reduce accuracy for each
comparison level and thus provide a further variation in
difficulty levels for calibration analysis.

A second objective of the study was to provide a pre
liminary analysis of subjective error calibration. Subjects
in nonperceptual calibration tasks typically provide writ
ten confidence reports between 50% and 100%, where
50% denotes a guess and 100% denotes certainty. How
ever, in pilot studies with perceptual judgments, many
subjects reported that they sometimes felt they had made
an error following a two-alternative forced choice re
sponse but had no way to convey this information on a
confidence scale from 50 % to 100%. Consequently, in
the present study, we employed a confidence scale rang
ing from 0% (certainty of an error) to 100% (certainty
of a correct response) in order to permit an investigation
of the relationship between subjective errors (i.e., confi
dence between 0 %and 49 %) and the actual error rate as
sociated with such confidence reports (cf. Ronis & Yates,
1987).

Finally, in Experiment 1, we sought to extend Hen
mon's (1911) pioneering study of the relationship between
confidence and decision time to the domain of contem
porary calibration research. We will show that the prop
erties of decision times, conditional on the levels of con
fidence employed, place a rigorous set of empirical con
straints on theories of confidence calibration.

On the basis of Keren's (1988) supposition that certain
perceptual tasks may be especially vulnerable to overcon
fidence when they involve a memory component, illu
sions, or "higher" mental processing (e.g., inferences,
analogical reasoning, etc.), we employed a visual extent
comparison task in which the two stimuli were presented
simultaneously for comparison, thus precluding memory
for the alternatives.

Method
Subjects. Ten Carleton University graduate students (6 female,

4 male) participated for five 9O-min experimental sessions. All sub
jects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive with
respect to the nature and aims of the experiment.

Apparatus. The stimuli were presented on an Amdek-3lOA video
monitor. An IBM PC/XT computer controlled event sequencing,
randomization, and the recording of responses and response times
(RTs). On the perceptual task, subjects responded on an ffiM PC
mouse by using the index and middle fingers of the preferred hand.
They used the nonpreferred hand to type their confidence reports
on the numeric keypad of the PC keyboard. A small desk lamp,
positioned behind the video monitor, provided sufficient light for
responding without interfering with the visual display.

Stimuli. The stimulus display consisted of two 5-mm vertical lines
presented on the left and right of a lO-mm vertical central fixation
marker. The central marker served the purposes of allowing a refer
ent from which to perform the comparative judgment and to divide
the video screen (which had a horizontal resolution capability of
720 pixels) into a left and right side. All lines were 1 mm wide
and appeared in amber color on a black background.

The notation (x,y) is used to denote a stimulus pair x pixels (3.13
pixels = 1 mm) to the left of the referent and y pixels to the right.
Two presentation orders of eight pairs were used in the experiment:
(22,20; 20,22); (40,37; 37,40); (58,55; 55,58); (76,74; 74,76);
(248,241; 241,248); (266,253; 253,266); (284,263; 263,284); and
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jects reported confidence in an error response (i.e.,
<50%) on 1,483 of the remaining trials (10.3 %). An
analysis of these data is provided in the section entitled
subjective error calibration. All other analyses reported
in this Results section deal exclusively with trials on which
confidence was ~50% and, accordingly, all performance
measures to be reported are conditional on this range of
confidence levels.

The results are presented in three sections. The first
examines the effects of perceptual judgment difficulty and
speed versus accuracy instructions on confidence calibra
tion. The second investigates the calibration of subjec
tive errors. The third explores the properties of decision
time associated with each level of confidence in the speed
and accuracy-emphasized conditions.

Effects of judgment difficulty and speed versus ac
curacy instructions on the calibration of perceptual
judgments. The top panels in Figure 1 provide calibra
tion curves for the four levels of judgment difficulty in
the speed- and accuracy-emphasized conditions. These
curves were obtained by plotting the percentage of cor
rect responses associated with each confidence interval
(i.e., 50%-59%, 60%-69%, 70%-79%, 80%-89%,
90 %-99 %, and 100%), for each level of difficulty. When
viewed in this way, perfect, or ideal, calibration is ob
tained when the data points fall along the main diagonal,
underconfidence is denoted by points above the diagonal,
and overconfidence is denoted by points below the di
agonal. The lower panels of Figure 1 provide the pro
portion of times each confidence category was used for
the four levels of difficulty in the speed- and accuracy-

(302,274; 274,302). Henceforth, these will be referred to as
Pairs 1-8, respectively. At a viewing distance of approximately
60 cm, the distance of the nearest and farthest stimulus pairs sub
tended visual angles of approximately 2 0 and 18 0

, respectively.
It is well known that the difficulty of visual extent comparisons

can be effectively manipulated by varying the ratio (r) of the longer
to the shorter extent of the comparison pair (see, e.g., Miinnster
berg, 1894; Petrusic & Jamieson, 1979). In line with intuition, judg
ments become progressively easier as the ratio increases. Hence,
in order to investigate the effect of perceptual judgment difficulty
on confidence calibration, the eight stimulus pairs were combined
to form four sets of pairs varying in ratio and, consequently, judg
ment difficulty. Pairs 1 and 8 were combined to form the a priori
lowest level of difficulty (r = 1.10, Levell): Pairs 2 and 7, the
second lowest level (r = 1.08, Level 2); Pairs 3 and 6, the second
most difficult level (r = 1.05, Level 3); and Pairs 4 and 5, the most
difficult level of comparison (r = 1.03, Level 4).

Procedure. Each trial began with the presentation of an instruc
tion ("NEARER" or "FARTHER") centered near the top of the screen,
followed, 1.5 sec later, by the stimulus pair. Both the instruction
and the pair remained on the screen until the subject responded.
The task required subjects to judge which of the two small vertical
lines was, depending on the instruction, either "NEARER" or "FAR

THER" from the central midline by pressing either the left or right
response button on the mouse. Following the response, the screen
was cleared and a visual prompt appeared (CONFIDENCE =». Sub
jects then typed a confidence rating from 0 to 100, using the nu
meric keypad on the PC keyboard. The subjects were given detailed
instructions on the use of this "full-range" confidence scale prior
to Session 1. A rating of 100 % confidence was to indicate abso
lute certainty that a correct response was made and a rating of 50%
was to indicate a guess response. Ratings between 51 % and 99%
were to represent increasing confidence (expressed as a probabil
ity or likelihood) that a correct response had been registered. Fi
nally, confidence ratings between 0% and 49% were to be used
only on trials in which they felt they had made an error, with 0%
denoting absolute certainty of an error response. There was no time
limit for registering the confidence report.

Subjects were provided with trial-by-trial feedback ("Correct"
or "Incorrect") on the accuracy of each perceptual judgment fol
lowing the registration of the confidence report. A 2-sec intertrial
interval, with a blank screen, separated the confidence report and
the ensuing trial.

Each session began with 32 practice trials followed by 3 blocks
of 160 experimental trials. The 160 trials in each block arose from
the randomized factorial combination of the 8 pairs, 2 presentation
orders of each pair, 2 instructions ("NEARER" or "FARTHER"), and
5 replicates.

Each subject performed two preliminary practice sessions under
verbal instructions to respond as quickly and as accurately as pos
sible (the data from these sessions are not reported). In order to
study the effect of speeded responding on confidence calibration,
5 subjects performed three experimental sessions under a 450-msec
response deadline. If the deadline was exceeded, subjects received
the statement "Too Slow" immediately following the response. In
addition, these subjects were (1) rewarded 1 cent for responding
correctly and beating the deadline, (2) rewarded Ih cent for beat
ing the deadline but responding incorrectly, (3) penalized Ih cent
for being correct but missing the deadline, and (4) penalized 1 cent
for being incorrect and missing the deadline. The 5 remaining sub
jects performed their three experimental sessions under an accuracy
emphasis; they were rewarded 1 cent for each correct response and
were penalized 1 cent for each incorrect response.

Results
Trials on which RTs exceeded 10 sec were excluded

from the analyses (19/14,400; 0.1 %). In addition, sub-

Figure 1. Calibration curves (top panels) and response frequency
curves (lower panels) for the four levels of perceptual judgment dif
ficulty in the speed and accuracy conditions in Experiment 1.



emphasized conditions. Note that a full appreciation of
the confidence/accuracy relationship can be obtained only
by studying the calibration and response frequency curves
concurrently.

Table I provides, in addition to the proportion correct
and mean confidence associated with each difficulty level
under speed and accuracy stress, the probability assess
ment indices defined formally at the outset: over/under
confidence (OIU), calibration (Cal), resolution (Res), and
normalized resolution (7J2). 4

The plots in Figure I and the data in Table 1 provide
a number of points of interest. First, in both the speed
and accuracy conditions, there are clear and consistent
differences in over/underconfidence with variations in
comparison difficulty. Specifically, as in studies inves
tigating the calibration of intellectual knowledge judg
ments, there is good calibration, good resolution, and vir
tually no over/underconfidence for the difficulty levels
producing approximately 80% correct responses (see
Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977; Lichtenstein et al, 1982;
Wright, 1982). On the other hand, as the level of diffi
culty draws the percent correct either above (accuracy
condition) or below (speed condition) 80%, probability
assessments become progressively poorer, with undercon
fidence occurring with the more accurate judgments and
overconfidence with the more difficult, less accurate,
speeded judgments.

Second, Figure 1 shows that resolution is much better
under speed stress than under accuracy stress. The rea
son, evident in Figure 1, is that the precision of "guess
ing" (i.e., 50% confidence) is remarkably accurate under
speed stress; for each level of difficulty, the probability
of a correct response when a guess is reported is essen
tially .50, which is, in fact, the case for each of the 5
subjects.

Separate analxses of variance (ANOVAs) were per
formed on the five performance measures reported in Ta
ble 1. 5 The speed versus accuracy instructional manipu
lation was the between-subjects factor and difficulty level
was the within-subjects factor. Overall, the proportion of

Table 1
Proportion Correct, Mean Confidence, Over/Underconfidence,

Calibration, Resolution, and .,,' for the Four Levels of Judgment
Difficulty in the Speed and Accuracy Conditions in Experiment 1

Level p(correct) Conf OIU Cal Res .,,'
Accuracy

LI (r = 1.10) .977 .911 -.066 .017 .002 .089
L2 (r = 1.08) .957 .891 -.066 .015 .007 .170
L3 (r = 1.05) .930 .861 -.069 .013 .011 .168
L4 (r = 1.03) .796 .783 -.013 .006 .013 .080

M .915 .862 -.054 .013 .008 .127

Speed
LI (r = 1.10) .890 .884 -.006 .006 025 .255
L2 (r = 1.08) .827 .844 .017 .004 .031 .217
L3 (r = 1.05) .747 .784 .037 .010 .026 .137
L4 (r = 1.03) .617 .747 .130 .023 .015 .062
M .770 .815 .045 .011 .024 .167
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correct responses was higher under accuracy stress than
under speed stress [F(l, 8) = 12.13, P < .009] and de
pended on the level ofdifficulty of the judgments [F(3 ,24)
= 95.06, p < .0001]. The interaction between speed
versus accuracy and difficulty level was marginally reli
able [F(3,24) = 4.27, P < .055]; the difference in pro
portion correct between the speed and accuracy groups in
creased as difficulty increased.

Confidence did not differ between the speed and accuracy
conditions (F < 1.0). Although counterintuitive, this re
sult has been demonstrated many times in either between
groups or between-sessions designs (Festinger, 1943; Gar
rett, 1922; Johnson, 1939) and has been attributed to a
context-specific (speed vs. accuracy) scaling of the confi
dence range (see Vickers & Packer, 1982). Apparently,
only when the speed-accuracy manipulation is conducted
within subjects and within sessions will confidence be
higher under accuracy stress than under speed stress
(Vickers & Packer, 1982; but see Baranski, 1991, for evi
dence that the effect may not hold over many sessions).
Finally, the level of difficulty had a highly reliable effect
on confidence [F(3,24) = 25.54, P < .0001].

Overall, the over/underconfidence measure was not sig
nificantly different from zero (p > .10) as a consequence
of averaging over groups. However, there was a clear ef
fect of difficulty level on over/underconfidence [F(3,24) =
6.44, p < .027], confirming that overconfidence increased
(or underconfidence decreased) as difficulty increased.

There were neither main effects nor interactions for the
calibration score. However, resolution was better under
speed stress than under accuracy stress [F(l,8) = 10.50,
p < .02] and this group effect interacted with difficulty
level [F(3,24) = 4.55, P < .039]; the difference in reso
lution between the two groups decreased as difficulty level
increased.

In summary, people can be overconfident on perceptual
judgments if the level of difficulty of the judgments is suffi
ciently high. No overconfidence was observed under ac
curacy stress because the most difficult level of compari
son was still quite easy for these subjects. In addition,
calibration and resolution were generally poor under ac
curacy stress, but speeding responses greatly improved the
resolution of confidence judgments.

Calibration of subjective errors. Figure 2 provides
calibration curves for trials on which subjects thought they
made an error (i.e., confidence less than 50%) in the
speed- and accuracy-emphasized conditions. Because sub
jects rarely made such reports under accuracy stress (N =
153), the five confidence categories denoting subjective
errors (i.e., 0%-9%, 10%-19%,20%-29%,30%-39%,
40 %-49 %) were grouped into three for the accuracy con
dition (i.e., 0%-9%, 10%-39%,40%-49%) in order to
provide more reliable estimates of the data. In addition,
note that the y- and x-axes have been inverted in order
to denote increasing error probability and increasing cer
tainty of an error response, respectively (e.g., 0% confi
dence in a correct response becomes 100% certainty of
an error). In this way, the plots are comparable to those
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Figure 2. Subjective error calibration in the speed and accuracy
emphasized conditions in Experiment 1 (number of observations pro
vided). Percent error is plotted at the mean confidence in each con
fidence interval.

reported in Figure 1; that is, points above the identity line
denote underconfidence and points below the identity line
denote overconfidence.

These plots reveal that subjects are indeed likely to be
in error when they think they are. In contrast to the cali
bration of subjective correct responses (Figure 1), how

.ever, subjects are highly overconfident in their assessment
of errors. That is, although subjects are likely to be in er
ror when they think they are, they overestimate the degree
to which they err. Interestingly, this is a situation where
overconfidence actually implies caution. Finally, note that
subjects show good resolution for subjective errors under

speed stress, perhaps because of their greater familiarity
with making errors.

How do subjects know when they have made a mistake?
It is likely that a portion of the data reflects an ability to
detect errors that occur when the correct response is known
but the wrong response switch is depressed (i.e., motor
response errors; see Rabbitt & Vyas, 1970). These trials
would be assigned a high error certainty and, intuitively,
would be more likely to occur under speed demands, as
is the case in the data. The remaining observations likely
arise from some postdecisional, memory-based reevalua
tion of the primary judgment. On this view, subjects ap
parently have the capacity to hold the decision, response,
and feeling of relative certainty in memory long enough
to revise the output of the judgment if need be. Although
the results are preliminary and should thus be interpreted
with caution, the monotonicity and resolution exhibited in
these plots suggest that confidence can provide fairly reli
able information about judgment errors.

RT analyses. Figure 3 provides plots of the mean of
individual subject median RTs against the levels of con
fidence used under speed and accuracy stress, separately
for each level of perceptual judgment difficulty. Under ac
curacy stress we see the well-known inverse relation be
tween RT and confidence (e.g., Festinger, 1943; Henmon,
1911; Johnson, 1939; Pierrel & Murray, 1963; Vickers
& Packer, 1982; Vickers et al., 1985; Volkmann, 1934).6
In addition, there is an ordering of the curves with respect
to the level of difficulty of the judgments~an RT difficulty
effect. Note that the occurrence of an RT difficulty effect
is not trivial, because if these curves did not show a diffi
culty effect, then a scaling of the duration of the decision
process could provide a simple and elegant basis for the
judgment of confidence (e.g., Audley, 1960; Henmon,
1911; Pierrel & Murray, 1963).
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Figure 3. Mean of individual subject median response times as a function of the level of confidence for the
four levels of perceptual judgment difficulty in the speed and accuracy conditions in Experiment 1.



Under speeded responding, the RT curves appear flat
across the confidence levels. This is due, in part, to aver
aging of the data over subjects. In fact, for 3 of the 5 sub
jects, there is a slight inverse relationship between RT and
confidence, for 1 subject RT does not vary across confi
dence levels, and for 1 subject the relationship is, curi
ously, positive. Unlike under accuracy stress, however,
there is no hint of a difficulty effect for the RT measure;
for each subject, the curves lie on top of one another.

Because some subjects did not use the lower confidence
levels for the easier comparison levels under accuracy
stress, we could not use confidence category as a within
subjects factor in an ANOVA. Thus, an ANOVA was con
ducted with median RT as the dependent measure (mean
RTs showed the same effects), speed versus accuracy stress
as a group factor, and difficulty level and error versus cor
rect responses as within-subjects factors. As expected, sub
jects were considerably slower under accuracy stress than
under speed stress [F(1,8) = 16.15,p < .004]. The main
effect of difficulty level was marginally reliable [F(3,24)
= 2.97, .05 < p < .06], but the interaction between dif
ficulty level and group was reliable [F(3,24) = 3.04, p <
.05], confirming an RT difficulty effect under accuracy
stress but not under speed stress. Finally, the interaction
between group and correct and error RTs was reliable
[F(1,8) = 20.17, p < .003] because, as is typically the
case in psychophysical comparison tasks, error times were
longer than correct times under accuracy stress but were
approximately equal to correct times under speed stress
(for reviews, see Luce, 1986; Petrusic, 1992; Pike, 1968,
1971; Vickers, 1979).

In sum, decision times are inversely related to the level
of confidence in the judgment and show a difficulty effect
under accuracy stress but not under speed stress. Together,
these results provide an important set of first-order prop
erties for evaluating theories of confidence calibration.

Discussion
Consistent with the results of classical psychophysical

comparison studies and Keren's (1988) more recent in
vestigation of the calibration of perceptual judgments, sub
jects working under accuracy stress displayed no evidence
of overconfidence. However, speeding responses suffi
ciently reduced the accuracy of each comparison level so
that clear overconfidence was observed for the most dif
ficult level. In fact, the calibration curve for the most dif
ficult level under speed stress [p(correct) = .617] is strik
ingly similar to the calibration curves reported in several
studies investigating the calibration of general knowledge
questions with a similar error rate (see Lichtenstein &
Fischhoff, 1977; Lichtenstein et al., 1982). Nevertheless,
it remains to be seen whether clear overconfidence can
be obtained in a perceptual task when subjects are not
speeded in their judgments. Accordingly, in Experiment 2,
we employed the same task as that in Experiment 1 but
investigated a range of more difficult perceptual comparison
levels under conditions emphasizing accurate responding.
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Another interesting finding of Experiment 1 was that
subjects working under speed stress displayed high reso
lution in their confidence judgments. One possible expla
nation for this result is that the increased global task dif
ficulty under speed stress alerted subjects to the fact that
they were making a substantial proportion of errors.
Hence, if the increase in global task difficulty was the sole
factor in improving the resolution of confidence judg
ments, we would expect subjects to display better resolu
tion in Experiment 2, where, as previously mentioned,
we planned to increase the overall difficulty of the task.
On the other hand, if the better resolution was a result
of the combined effects of more difficult judgments and
the presence of trial-by-trial response feedback, a group
of subjects provided with feedback should show better
resolution than a group of subjects who are not provided
with feedback.

In sum, in Experiment 2 we investigated the calibra
tion and resolution of confidence for difficult perceptual
judgments under conditions emphasizing accurate re
sponding, with and without the presence of trial-by-trial
feedback on the perceptual judgments.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method
Subjects. Twenty Carleton University undergraduate students (11

female, 9 male) participated for one 9O-min experimental session
in order to satisfy introductory course requirements. All subjects
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive concern
ing the nature and aims of the experiment.

Apparatus. The apparatus of Experiment I was used.
Stimuli. The stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1 except

that six stimulus pairs were chosen so as to provide a wider range
of difficulty levels (as defined by the percent correct measure) and
more difficult judgments overall: (30,28; 28,30); (50,48; 48,50);
(70,69; 69,70); (260,243; 243,260); (280,269; 269,280); and
(300,296; 296,300). Hence, the stimulus pairs are expressed, in
terms of difficulty, by the ratios 1.07, 1.04, 1.01, 1.07, 1.04, and
1.01, for Pairs 1-6, respectively. Accordingly, pairs with a ratio
of 1.07 were defined, a priori, as the easiest comparisons, pairs
with a ratio of 1.04 made up a moderate difficulty level, and pairs
with a ratio of 1.01 defined the most difficult level of comparison.

Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. Here,
each session began with 24 practice trials followed by 4 blocks
of 96 randomized experimental trials: 6 pairs X 2 insttuctions
("NEARER" or "FARTHER") X 2 presentation orders X 4 replications.

The 20 subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups.
The groups were identical except that one received trial-by-trial re
sponse feedback ("Correct" or "Incorrect") on the accuracy of
the perceptual judgment following each confidence report and the
other did not. All subjects were instructed to respond as accurately
as possible without taking too much time.

Results and Discussion
As in Experiment 1, trials on which RTs exceeded

10 sec were excluded from the analysis (84/7,680; 1%).
In addition, 521 (6.6%) of the remaining trials resulted in
a confidence < 50% and will be analyzed in the section
on subjective error calibration. The results are presented
in three sections. The first provides the calibration and
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Figure 4. Calibration curves (top panels) and response frequency
curves (lower panels) for the three levels of perceptual judgment
difficulty in the feedback and no-feedback conditions in Ex
periment 2.

Table 2
Proportion Correct, Mean Confidence, Over/Underconfidence,

Calibration, Resolution, and 7/2 for the Three Levels of Judgment
Difficulty in the Feedback and No-Feedback Conditions

in Experiment 2

Level p(correct) Conf O/U Cal Res 7/2

No Feedback
L1 (r = 1.07) .887 .810 -.077 .024 .003 .027
L2 (r = 1.04) .766 .779 .013 .016 .003 .017
L3 (r = 1.01) .589 .758 .169 .052 .001 .004

M .747 .782 .035 .031 .002 .016

Feedback

L1 (r = 1.07) .869 .863 -.006 .002 .016 .141
L2 (r = 1.04) .761 .833 .072 .010 .019 .104
L3 (r = 1.01) .590 .815 .225 .059 .004 .016

M .740 .837 .097 .023 .013 .087

high proportion of low confidence reports for the easier
difficulty levels. This results in inflated accuracy at those
confidence levels and thus in poorer resolution.

As in Experiment I, separate ANOVAs were conducted
on the five performance measures. The feedback and no
feedback conditions provided the group factor, and diffi
culty level was a within-subjects factor. Difficulty level pro
vided the only reliable effect for the proportion correct
[F(2,36) = 185.30, P < .0001] and confidence [F(2,36) =
9.86, p < .003] measures. Overall, the over/underconfi
dence measure differed from zero in the direction of over
confidence [F(l, 18) = 4.92, P < .039]. In addition, the
main effect of difficulty level was highly reliable [F(2,36)
= 146.45, P < .0001], confirming that overconfidence
increased as difficulty increased. The effect of feedback
had no effect on calibration (p > .12) but did improve
resolution [F(I,18) = 8.40,p < .009). Finally, difficulty
level had a large effect on both calibration [F(2,36) =

11.09, P < .002] and resolution [F(2,36) = 5.54, P <
.009], confirming that performance on both measures
worsened as difficulty increased.

Subjective error calibration. Figure 5 provides plots
of subjective error calibration in the feedback and no
feedback conditions. As in Experiment I, subjects in the
present study are likely to be wrong when they think they
are and show some resolution for subjective errors, but
they are clearly overconfident in the degree to which they
err. In addition, the presence oftrial-by-trial feedback im
proved the resolution of subjective error judgments.

In summary, the present results, together with those re
ported in Experiment 1, demonstrate that subjects can re
port subjective errors fairly accurately with their confi
dence ratings. In addition, the provision of feedback on
a difficult perceptual task (i.e., a task in which a substan
tial proportion of errors occurs) improves the resolution
of confidence ratings for subjectively correct and incor
rect decisions.

RT analyses. An ANOVA with median RT (means
showed the same effects) as the dependent measure was
used to evaluate the properties of RT in Experiment 2.
Feedback/no-feedback was the group factor and difficulty
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resolution analyses for the feedback and no-feedback con
ditions, the second presents a view of subjective error
calibration, and the third presents the RT properties as
sociated with the calibration analyses.

Effects of feedback and judgment difficulty on the
calibration of perceptual judgments. Figure 4 provides
the calibration and response frequency curves for the three
levels of difficulty in the feedback and no-feedback con
ditions, and Table 2 provides the performance measures
associated with these curves. Table 2 shows that the pro
portion of correct responses for each difficulty level is
virtually identical in the two groups, permitting a direct
comparison of the effects of feedback on the performance
measures of interest, unconfounded by differences in over
all discriminative accuracy.

Immediately evident in Figure 4 and Table 2 is the clear
overconfidence exhibited for the most difficult judgments
in the feedback and no-feedback conditions. Evidently,
as in the calibration of intellectual knowledge judgments,
people simply cannot avoid being overconfident when ac
curacy is very low (cf. Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1977;
Lichtenstein et aI., 1982).

Also evident in Figure 4 (and Table 2) is the fact that
trial-by-trial feedback on the accuracy of the discrimina
tive response has a substantial effect on the resolution of
confidence judgments. The basis for this improvement be
comes evident when we look at the relative response fre
quency curves in the two conditions. Evidently, without
feedback about errors, subjects provide an unnecessarily
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Figure 5. Subjective error calibration in the feedback and no
feedback conditions in Experiment 2 (number of observations pro
vided). Percent error is plotted at the mean confidence in each con
fidence interval.

subjects. As in Experiment 1 under accuracy stress, there
is a strong inverse relationship between RT and confidence
level [F(2,36) = 28.21, p < .0001] and the main effect
of difficulty level was also reliable [F(2,36) = 3.40, p <
.045], confirming the RT difficulty effect reported in Ex
periment 1. The interaction between confidence level and
difficulty level was not reliable (F < 1.0).

Discussion
Two major findings were obtained in Experiment 2. The

first was that trial-by-trial feedback on a difficult percep
tual task improves the resolution of confidence reports. The
second was that extreme overconfidence can be obtained
in a perceptual task when judgments are very difficult.

Until now, overconfidence in perceptual tasks has been
observed only under conditions in which illusory or mis
leading judgments have been presented to the subjects
(e.g., Dawes, 1980; Keren, 1988). In fact, this was partly
true in the present study as well.

Upon closer examination of the data, we discovered that
discriminative accuracy depended on presentation order
(i.e., which element in the pair was on the right or the
left of the screen) for the difficult comparisons (i.e., Pairs
3 and 6). This effect was equally large in the feedback
and no-feedback conditions, did not depend on the direc
tion of the comparison (i.e., NEARER/FARTHER), and was
especially large for Pair 6, the more extreme (i.e., far
ther) pair. This effect was not evident in the first experi
ment, probably because the extreme pairs were highly dis
criminable. A closer view of this effect is provided in
Table 3.

Table 3 shows that subjects were much more accurate
when the stimulus on the left was the element in the pair
that was farther from the referent. This positional-order
effect was so pronounced for Pair 6 that it led to below
chance performance in the 296,300 order.

ratio
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Figure 7. Calibration curves for the two presentation orders of
Pairs 3 and 6 (difficult level) in Experiment 2.
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Figure 6. Mean of individual subject median response times as
a function of the level of confidence for the three levels of percep
tual judgment difficulty in Experiment 2 (data collapsed over the
feedback and no-feedback conditions).

level and confidence level were within-subjects factors
(the six confidence levels were grouped into three:
50%-69%,70%-89%,90%-100%) for the ANOYA be
cause each subject did not use every confidence interval). 7

In addition, because there were neither main effects nor
interactions involving feedback, we combined the data
over the group factor for subsequent analyses.

Figure 6 provides a plot of the means of individual sub
ject median RTs as a function of confidence level for the
three levels of difficulty, after combining the data over
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EXPERIMENT 3

Table 3
Proportion Correct, Mean Confidence, and Over/Underconfidence

for the Two Presentation Orders of Pairs 3 and 6
(Difficult Comparisons) in Experiment 2

In Experiments 1 and 2, we examined the effects of
perceptual judgment difficulty on confidence calibration
and resolution in a perceptual comparison task. Experi
ment 3 extends the investigation of perceptual judgment
difficulty to a perceptual task requiring visual gap detec
tion/discrimination.

accurately as possible without taking too much time, and trial-by
trial feedback was not provided.

BISECTOR
I

I I

1 2 J ...

I I I I I

DISTANCE IN PIXELS (1 PIXEL = .319 mm)

Results
No RTs exceeded the lO-sec cutoff and only 8 trials

(out of 3,2(0) were made with a confidence <50% (5/8
were, in fact, incorrect). Accordingly, we present the re
sults in two sections. The first examines the effects of gap
detection difficulty on confidence calibration, and the sec
ond examines the RT properties associated with each con
fidence level in the task.

Effects of judgment difficulty on the calibration and
resolution of confidence. Figure 9 plots the degree of
under/overconfidence as a function of the probability of
gap detection for each of the eight gap locations and shows
that overconfidence increases as gap detection accuracy
decreases-a relationship that is well described by linearity
(r2 = .884). In addition, three distinct levels of gap de
tection difficulty can be identified in Figure 9. Hence, for
convenience in data presentation for the remaining anal
yses, we grouped the data as follows: Locations 3,6, and
7 [p(correct) = .634] were combined to form the most
difficult level of detections; Locations 4, 5, and 8 [p(cor
rect) = .711] were combined to form a moderate diffi
culty level; and Locations 1 and 2 [p(correct) = .780]
were combined to form the easiest level of detections.

Figure 10 provides the calibration and response fre
quency curves associated with these three levels of a pos
teriori detection difficulty, and Table 4 provides a sum
mary of the performance measures associated with these
curves. As in the previous experiments, overconfidence
increases and calibration and resolution become poorer
as accuracy decreases.

ANOVAs confirmed that accuracy decreased as diffi
culty increased [F(2,18) = 7.34,p < .014]. However,
the decline in confidence with increasing difficulty evi
dent in Table 4 did not attain statistical reliability [F(2, 18)
= 1.92, P > .1], providing the basis for increasing over-

Figure 8. Positions of the eight gap locations (in pixels) in Ex
periment 3.
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Figure 7 provides the calibration curves associated with
the two presentation orders of Pairs 3 and 6. The most
striking result is the monotonically decreasing calibration
function for Pair 6 in the 296,300 order, which describes
a decrease in accuracy with increasing confidence! This
result is offset, in part, by the underconfidence evident
in the 300,296 order, where accuracy is very high. Note,
however, that subjects display extreme overconfidence for
the two presentation orders of Pair 3, where accuracy is
very low but clearly above chance in both orders.

In summary, subjects can indeed be overconfident on
difficult perceptual judgments under accuracy stress.
However, perceptual illusions or complex response bi
ases can clearly exaggerate the degree of overconfidence
obtained.

Method
Subjects. Ten Carleton University graduate students (6 male, 4

female) participated for a single 45-min session in return for $7
pay. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, had
not participated in the previous experiments, and were naive about
the nature and aims of the study. The data of one subject were ex
c�uded because performance was not sufficiently above a chance
level [p(correct) = .509, conf = .6801. Another subject was run
as a replacement.

Apparatus. The apparatus of Experiments I and 2 was used.
Stimuli. The stimulus display consisted ofa 20x20 pixel (I mm

= 3.13 pixels) unfilled square which was horizontally and verti
cally centered on the video monitor. Each presentation of the square
included a I-pixel gap (.319 mm), which appeared equally often
in one of eight possible locations (see Figure 8). At a viewing dis
tance of approximately 2.3 m, the square subtended a visual angle
of approximately .16 0 and the gap subtended a visual angle of ap
proximately .008 0

•

Design and Procedure. The task required subjects to judge, on
each trial, whether the gap was presented on the left or the right
of the bisector of the square by depressing either the left or right
button on the PC mouse. The display was presented for 50 msec.

Each subject performed for II blocks (1 practice, 10 regular)
with 32 trials (4 replicates of the 8 gap locations) in each block.
All trials were completely randomized within blocks. The proce
dure for the reporting of confidence levels was the same as in the
previous experiments. The subjects were instructed to respond as
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disappears as judgments become faster, and the latter
interaction confirms that the slope of the RT versus con
fidence function becomes shallower as judgments become
faster.

Confidence Calibration: General Properties
Keren's (1988) claim that people are not necessarily

good assessors of their performance in perceptual tasks
is supported by the present findings. However, Keren's
further claim that people make conservative confidence
judgments on perceptual tasks and thus will not display
the phenomenon of overconfidence is not supported. Spe
cifically, clear overconfidence can be obtained in a per
ceptual task when judgments are difficult enough to pro
duce a substantial decrease in accuracy, either by speeding

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Table 4
Proportion Correct, Mean Confidence, OverlUnderconfidence,

Calibration, Resolution, and 7/' for the Three Levels of Difficulty
in Experiment 3
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Figure 9. Underloverconfidence (in percent) for the eight gap lo
cations in Experiment 3, plotted as a function of the percentage of
correct detections.
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Figure 10. Calibration curves (top panel) and response frequency
curves (lower panel) for the three levels of judgment difficulty in
Experiment 3: Levell (Gap Locations 1 and 2), circles; Level 2 (Gap
Locations 4, 5, and 8), triangles; and Level 3 (Gap Locations 3, 6,
and 7), squares.
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confidence as difficulty increases [F(2, 18) = 5.36, p <
.033] and reliable overconfidence for the most difficult
level of detection [t(9) = 2.27, p < .05]. Finally, both
calibration [F(2,18) = 4.23, P < .059; p < .031 by a
conventional test] and resolution [F(2,18) = 5.06, P <
.034] became poorer as difficulty increased.

RT analyses. Figure II provides a plot of means of in
dividual subject median RTs as a function of confidence
level for the three levels of difficulty, separately for the
5 slowest and the 5 fastest responding subjects. The re
sults provide a replication of those reported in Experi
ment 1. Namely, for the slower subjects, RTs show a
strong inverse relation to the level of confidence and a clear
RT difficulty effect. For the faster subjects, on the other
hand, there is a weaker inverse relation between RT and
confidence and the difficulty effect disappears. Evidently,
very similar processes of judgment and confidence esti
mation operate in the tasks of Experiments I and 3. Fur
thermore, both instructional (Experiment 1) and a posteri
ori (Experiment 3) speed versus accuracy stress conditions
result in a similar configuration of findings.

An ANOVA was conducted with fast and slow respond
ing subjects as a between-subjects factor and the three dif
ficulty levels and three confidence levels (again, the six
confidence levels were combined into three because each
subject did not use every confidence level) as within
subjects factors.

The main effects of group [F( 1,8) = 22. 19, P <
.0015], difficulty level [F(2, 16) = 4.77, P < .038], and
confidence level [F(2, 16) = 6O.85,p < .0001] were reli
able. Also reliable were the interactions between group
and difficulty level [F(2, 16) = 4.52, P < .043] and group
and confidence level [F(2, 16) = 22.94, P < .0006]. The
former interaction confirms that the RT difficulty effect
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Figure 11. Mean of individual subject median response times as
a function of the level of confidence for the three levels ofjudgment
difficulty in Experiment 3: Levell (Gap Locations 1 and 2), cir
cles; Level 2 (Gap Locations 4, 5, and 8), triangles; and Level 3 (Gap
Locations 3, 6, and 7) squares.

responses (Experiment 1) or by appropriate stimulus dis
criminability manipulations under accuracy stress (Exper
iments 2 and 3).

The similarity between calibration in perceptual and
nonperceptual tasks is not limited to the effects of judg
ment difficulty. For example, several authors have argued
that the reason for the severe overconfidence often re
ported in nonperceptual tasks is that such tasks often in
clude misleading questions, which induce lower accuracy
and overconfidence through retrieval biases or memory
reconstruction strategies (for discussions, see Fischhoff,
1982; Fischhoffet al., 1977; Gigerenzeret al., 1991; Ke
ren, 1988; May, 1986; Wagenaar, 1988). With inclusion
of the results reported in Experiment 2, there is now am
ple evidence to suggest that there are perceptual analogues
to the effect of misleading general knowledge questions
on confidence calibration. For example, Dawes (1980,
Experiment 5) had subjects judge which of two succes
sively presented auditory tones had the longer duration.
As is typically the case with successive perceptual com
parisons, Dawes obtained large presentation order effects
or time order errors, as they are now more commonly
known (see Allan, 1979; Baranski & Petrusic, 1992; Hell
strom, 1985; Jamieson & Petrusic, 1975, for reviews).
Specifically, subjects were 80%correct on trials in which
the second presented tone was the longer but were only
63 % correct when the first presented tone was the longer.
As might be expected on the basis of the present find
ings, Dawes's subjects were overconfident with the first
tone-longer comparisons but were well calibrated on the
second-tone-longer comparisons. More recently, Keren
(1988, Experiment 2) showed that the repeated-letter in
feriority effect (Bjork & Murray, 1977; Egeth & Santee,
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1981) will induce overconfidence in a perceptual letter
identification task by increasing the difficulty of target let
ter identification.

The trial-by-trial feedback employed in Experiment 2
improved the resolution but not the calibration of confi
dence judgments. The latter result is consistent with those
of Keren (1988, Experiment 1), who found no effect of
trial-by-trial feedback for any of the performance mea
sures investigated in his Landolt-C visual acuity task. Un
fortunately, Keren did not provide resolution measures
in his analyses, and thus a full comparison between his
results and those reported here cannot be made. A main
finding of the present study is that trial-by-trial feedback
has its most pronounced effects when the global difficulty
of the task is high. Presumably, calibration and resolu
tion were poor in Experiment 1 under accuracy stress,
because subjects received a preponderance of ' 'Correct' ,
feedback reports and thus felt no need to alter their con
fidence judgments. However, under speed stress in Ex
periment 1 and in the globally more difficult context in
Experiment 2, subjects made more errors. Apparently,
feedback about making errors leads to better resolution
of the difference between correct and incorrect judgments.

The positive effect of feedback on resolution obtained
in Experiment 2 is consistent with the findings of Sharp
et al. (1988; cf. Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1980), who
found that feedback improved the resolution of confidence
for intellectual knowledge questions. However, it is im
portant to note that the latter studies did not provide trial
by-trial response feedback as was done in the present
studies. Rather, subjects in those studies were given detailed
feedback about their performance and calibration after
each session. It remains to be seen whether trial-by-trial
feedback can improve the calibration or resolution of con
fidence judgments in nonperceptual tasks.

In sum, there are a number of similarities between the
properties of confidence calibration in perceptual and non
perceptual judgment tasks. Although the type of informa
tion used to arrive at a feeling of certainty is clearly dif
ferent in the two domains, there appears to be a common
and general process for evaluating probabilistic informa
tion, obtaining a feeling of relative certainty in a judg
ment, and transforming that feeling into a numerical prob
ability estimate.

Decision Times and Calibration Theory
The present study confirms the inverse relationship be

tween confidence and decision time in the context of
calibration analyses, and it has demonstrated an RT dif
ficulty effect at each level of confidence. As previously
mentioned, the RT difficulty effect is important in ruling
out the possibility that confidence is determined by scal
ing the duration of the decision process-that is, that a
specific decision time is not associated with a specific level
of confidence. The RT difficulty effect is most likely to
be evident under conditions of slower, more cautious, re
sponding and when the range of difficulty levels is wide.



On the other hand, when caution is sacrificed for speed,
the slope of the curve relating RT to confidence dimin
ishes and the RT difficulty effect disappears.

The simultaneous study of calibration and RT data is
important because it directs our theoretical consideration
to a very specific class of potential theories of confidence
calibration. Evidently, a successful theory of confidence
calibration requires the simultaneous modeling of at least
two aspects of human performance. The first is a general
model of the decision process-one that is applicable to
perceptual and nonperceptual judgment situations and Olle
that is sufficiently articulated to permit quantitative rela
tions among decision difficulty, decision time, and deci
sion accuracy. The second requirement of a comprehen
sive theory of confidence calibration, as assumed by May
(1986), is a model of how to evaluate the result of the
decision process and then translate that evaluation into a
numerical probability estimate.

Recently, Gigerenzer et al. (1991) have proposed a the
ory of confidence in the context of answering general
knowledge questions which they claim is also applicable
to perceptual judgments (pp. 521-523). According to this
view, the subject generates and tests a sequence of poten
tially relevant cues until one of these cues becomes "ac
tivated" and permits the selection of one alternative over
the other. Gigerenzer et al. hypothesize (see p. 524) that
the process of cue testing might be temporally organized
according to "cue validity"; that is, cues that are high
in validity are tested sooner, will have higher accuracy,
and will be associated with higher confidence levels. If
all cues have been tested but none have been activated,
the subject "guesses." In fact, temporal prioritization ac
cording to cue validity is necessary if the theory is to
predict the inverse relationship between confidence and
decision time, although it is not immediately evident how
the theory might account for the RT "difficulty effect"
evident in the present studies. More importantly, with
direct reference to perceptual judgments, Gigerenzer et al.
predict that overconfidence will be observed in a percep
tual task "if perceptual tasks are selected for perceptual
illusions-that is, for being misleading-whereas zero
overconfidence is to be expected if tasks are not selected"
(p. 522). With respect to the present findings, the theory
cannot account for either the underconfidence obtained
for easy perceptual judgments or the overconfidence ob
tained for difficult but nonillusory perceptual judgments
(see Griffin & Tversky, 1992, for a discussion of other
problems with this theory).

On the other hand, Bjorkman et al. (1993) and Winman
and Juslin (1993) recently have developed a "subjective
distance" theory of confidence calibration in perceptual
judgments that predicts, exclusively, underconfidence. This
theory, based on a Thurstonian scaling of stimulus dif
ferences, and a variant of the conventional strength the
ories (see below), posits cut-points along the decisional
axis such that confidence increases monotonically with
distance from the decisional criterion. The theory is able
to provide an impressive account of the global undercon-
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fidence evident in their data and provides excellent quan
titative theoretical fits to their calibration curves.

However, this theory is clearly unable to account for sev
eral aspects of the present data. First, both the stimulus
discriminability-based calibration difficulty effect evident
in each of the three experiments reported in the present
paper and the speed-accuracy tradeoff-induced difficulty
effect obtained in Experiment 1 are not permitted, because
as Bjorkman et al. (1993, p. 79) state, "The theory
predicts underconfidencefor all levels of c (with .5 and
1.0 as trivial exceptions)." (Bjorkman et al. use c to
denote the proportion of correct responses). Thus, the
clear occurrence of overconfidence in each of the three
experiments reported here cannot be accounted for by the
subjective distance model. Second, their subjective dis
tance theory predicts that underconfidence must always
occur with the "guessing" confidence category (Bjork
man et al., 1993, p. 77). The data from Experiments 1
and 3 of the present paper clearly contradict this predic
tion (Figures 1 [speed] and 10). Third, Bjorkman et a1.
(1993, Experiment 2) and Winman and Juslin (1993)
failed to find any effects oftrial-by-trial feedback, as was
predicted by their theory, and this agrees with the failures
to find any effects of feedback on calibration in Experi
ment 2 of the present paper. However, the present studies
have established that a globally very difficult task is nec
essary in order for one to observe the effects of feedback
and that these effects are evident with the resolution mea
sure. Finally, the subjective distance theory, as will be
come evident below, is unable to account for the full con
figuration of RT, confidence, and response probability
interrelations established in the present study.

To our knowledge, the first quantitative theory of con
fidence calibration fitted to empirical data is the signal
detection-based calibration model proposed by Ferrell and
McGoey (1980). This theory comprises the two requisite
components for the successful modeling of calibration
data: (1) a primary decision process, characterized by sig
nal detection theory (e.g., Green & Swets, 1966; Tanner
& Swets, 1954), and (2) a process for obtaining a numer
ical probability (confidence) estimate, based on the pre
cision of the detection and the width of confidence inter
vals, which are denoted by cut-points on the primary
decision axis. Importantly, the signal-detection-based con
ceptualization and the basis for confidence are indepen
dent of the nature of the stimulus representation; the model
assumes a common basis for the primary judgment and
the judgment of confidence in perceptual and nonpercep
tual tasks.

However, as currently formulated, the Ferrell and
McGoey (1980) model cannot account for the inverse re
lation between confidence and decision time. Specifically,
because the model is theoretically conceived in the con
text of "single-sample" signal detection theory, and thus
assumes only one "ideal observation" per trial (Tanner
& Swets, 1954), the model predicts, contrary to the pres
ent findings, that decision times will be the same for all
confidence categories (see Pike, 1973; Vickers, 1979).
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This general limitation of signal detection theory can
be overcome by assuming the existence of a latency func
tion (Pike, 1973; Thomas, 1971) for the detection pro
cess in which RTs decrease as a function of the distance
of the sampled observation from the decisional criterion
axis. This view, commonly referred to as strength theory
(e.g., Norman & Wicke1gren, 1969; but see Coombs,
1964, p. 530 for an earlier statement), when applied in
the context of the Ferrell and McGoey (1980) model,
predicts that RTs will monotonically decrease as dis
criminability, and thus confidence, increases.

However, strength theory is likely to fail in the long
run. First, Murdock and Dufty (1972) showed that, con
trary to empirical results, strength theory predicts smaller
RT variability for errors than for correct responses. Sec
ond, strength theory predicts that error RTs will always
be longer than correct RTs (e.g., Coombs, 1964; Petrusic
& Jamieson, 1978; Pike, 1973; Vickers, 1979), a pre
diction which is easily disconfirmed under conditions em
phasizing speeded responding (e.g., Experiment 1) where
error RTs are typically either the same as or faster than
correct RTs (see Luce, 1986; Petrusic, 1992; Pike, 1971;
Vickers, 1979).

Note that the inability of a signal-detection-based view
to account for the RT data reflects a limitation of the as
sumed decisional model and not necessarily a limitation
of the basis for confidence assumed by such a model. In
fact, an appealing avenue for theoretical consideration
would be to maintain (some variant of) Ferrell and
McGoey's (1980) notion ofconfidence being a scaling of
decision strength but to consider such a view in the con
text of a decision model that permits the full range of
RT-response probability relations. For example, Vickers
(1979) and his associates (Smith & Vickers, 1988; Vickers
& Packer, 1982; Vickers et al., 1985) have developed,
in the context of his accumulator model of psychophysical
discrimination (Vickers, 1970, 1979), the balance ofevi
dence hypothesis for the basis of confidence in two-choice
situations. On this view, rated confidence will be propor
tional to the difference between the amount of informa
tion accrued favoring the dominant and nondominant re
sponses at the completion of the judgment. To date,
Vickers and his associates have provided impressive em
pirical support for the balance of evidence hypothesis in
terms of its ability to account for the major properties of
confidence in two-choice situations. The applicability of
the balance ofevidence hypothesis to confidence calibra
tion and RT data, and the consideration of alternative
models of confidence based on alternative evidence ac
cumulation theories (e.g., Link, 1975, 1992; Link &
Heath, 1975; Petrusic, 1992), provides the focus of our
current work on the calibration problem (Baranski &
Petrusic, 1991).
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NOTES

1. The expression in Sanders's partition follows from that given in
Equation 2 upon expanding

distributing the summation operators, and noting that

J nj J nj J

E Ee:j = E Eeij = Enje.j'
j=1 i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1

(Note: e:j = eij because eij = 0 or I.) After some algebra, the expres
sion reduces to

~(Enje.j-Enje 2
j) = ~Enje.j(l-e).

n j=1 j=1 nj=1

2. Recently, an interesting and related research area has emerged
the investigation of the relationship between confidence and the accuracy
of reading comprehension (e.g., Glenberg & Epstein, 1985, 1987; Glen
berg, Sanocki, Epstein, & Morris, 1987; Maki & Berry, 1984; Maki
& Swett, 1987; Morris, 1990; Weaver, 1990). Although this research
area is generally referred to as the "calibration of comprehension,"
the primary index of performance is the correlation between confidence
(rated on ordinal scales) and comprehension accuracy, rather than the
more formal index developed in the context of subjective probability
analyses (see Nickerson & McGoldrick, 1963, 1965, for similar analy
ses in the context of intellectual knowledge judgments).

3. Keren (1988) found overconfidence in one condition of the letter
identification task (Experiment 2). This result, and Dawes's (1980, Ex
periment 5) overconfidence result, will be discussed in the General Dis
cussion.

4. Yaniv et al. (1991) demonstrated that an adjustment to '12 is re
quired in order to remove an inherent bias due to the Jln ratio, where
J is the number of confidence categories and n is the total number of
observations. In the present studies, n is always very large and thus bias
is negligible (see Yaniv et aI., 1991, p. 615).

5. All analyses reported in this paper are based on the Greenhouse
Geisser epsilon adjusted degrees of freedom. However, the degrees of
freedom shown in the text are defined by the design.

6. It should be noted that the inverse relationship between confidence
and RT is common to paradigms such as the present one, in which the
subject controls the duration of the trial (termed S-controlled studies;
see Vickers et aI., 1985). Interestingly, when the duration of the trial
is regulated by the experimenter (termed E-controlled studies; see Vickers
et aI., 1985), confidence is found to increase as the duration of the trial
increases (e.g., Geller & Pitz, 1968; Irwin, Smith, & Mayfield, 1956;
Vickers et aI., 1985).

7. One missing data point was estimated for the ANOVA according
to the procedure recommended by Myers and Well (1991).
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